
 

Committee: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes 

Topic : Drugs trafficking through the means of internet 

I. General information 
With the creation of internet, age of information has allowed criminals to use it 
as a trade platform for their illegal products. What allows them to keep their 
anonymity is Dark web which is part of the internet accessible only through 
encrypted data. Most popular system that enables internet users to participate 
in Dark web exchange is TOR which is publicly accessible. TOR is the system of 
encryption that sends coded information through many servers which only 
receive information where to send it next which makes it impossible to track 
both end nodes unless using direct surveillance of computers and servers of 
parties participating in act. Because of the fact that both internet and TOR are 
commonly accessible, exchange of illegal goods can happen between parties in 
countries that have different drug or gun control laws, which makes it even 
harder to determine what action to take after parties have been located. 
 
ll. Tor 
Tor was initially created by U.S navy when this organization researched internet 
for new ways of insconspicuous communication .Tor was then released to 
public under the banner of Tor Project in 2006,but as data from 2012 suggested 
remains financially founded by U.S federal government in 80 % of its annual 
budget. However there are also some significant arguments for Tor, It has 
allowed political dissidents to inform the world about violations of human 
without the risk of being caught in act and persecuted. 

What is also important to mention is that transactions on darkweb are 
made using Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, because of the lack of banking 
jurisdiction. 
 
lll. Last events 
In 2013 biggest website allowing users to buy and sell not only drugs, but also 
for example hire a hitman called Silk road was shut down, toghether with 
capture of it’s owner. Through surveillance lasting scince 2011 until site’s 
demise FBI has recorded that site pulled 1.6 Billion dollars in sales. What 
allowed police forces to capture it’s owner William Ulbricht was his sloppiness 
.He used his private e-mail address for managing the site. After Silk road’s fall 
copy of the site was set up again. 
 
lV. Previous attempts to resolve the issue  
in 2014 UNODC’s world drug report called for more legislative and 
technological methods to tackle the problem stating: "The provision of 



 

technical assistance and capacity-building for Member States to collect and 
exploit digital evidence is key to addressing the threat posed by drug trafficking 
via the Internet 
 
Additional questions : 
 
1.What measures should UN take to prevent illict internet traffic ? 
 
2.Should there be an organized cooperation between government agencies 
involved in the issue ? 
 
3.What should be the amount of control governments can put on citizens to 
prevent internet crime ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


